Game Modes
There are a few different ways for you to enjoy our facilities, depending on your group size:
The Typical style of game is intended for 2-7 players, and it is the way most escape rooms
function; your group will all enter the caper together, and work together to solve its clues and
escape before time is up.
The Compete style breaks your group into two teams who face off to solve two different (and
separate) parts of the caper first. Whoever succeeds (or gets furthest) wins the round. Both
teams then face off a second time, solving the part of the caper that the other team was tasked
with first. At the end, the results are compiled, and a winner is announced.
The Tournament style works the same way as the Compete Style, except your group will be
split into 3 teams. Groups will then compete against once another in turns, while groups that
aren't competing have a chance to socialize, discuss, and sample our collection of games and
puzzles. In the end, we'll compile the results, and let you know who won. This is a perfect style
for larger birthday parties and corporate events, as it gives you time to both play and mingle.
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Quick Mode

Staggered Arrival

If you’ve got a compete or tournament style
group that needs to get in out quickly, ask
about our quick mode. This cuts game time
down to 30 minutes per person, with a
corresponding reduction in price.

Our fire codes don’t allow more than 21
customers on premises at a time. If you’ve
got a group size larger than this, we can
arrange to have your group arrive at
staggered times, so that everybody gets to
enjoy our facility. For those whose turn it
is to wait, there are plenty of cafes and
restaurants in easy walking distance.

Contact us at admin@escapers.ca with any questions
www.escapers.ca

